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TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
Thursday, October 15th, 2020 

 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER:  
 
 Present: Laurie Enos (Zoom), Tim Frelier (Zoom), Andy Moore, Mary Sweeney (Zoom), Eric Tait, 

 Mark Valentine, Sgt. Carl Zimmerman 
 
 Absent:  Sarah Clauser, Jason Ebbs  
 
 Guests: No Guests 
 
II.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
  a.   September 17th, 2020 – Laurie Enos motioned to approve the minutes.  Mary Sweeney 
   seconded the motion. 
 
III.  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION:  None 
 
IV.  COMMITTEE DISCUSSIONS:    
 

a. Woodcrest Drive/Burrows Hills Drive Status Update 
 

Mark Valentine updated the committee in regards to speeding concerns in the Woodcrest 
Drive/Burrows Hills area.  Mark stated that speed counters were placed on Burrows Hills 
Road from September 22nd to September 30th.  The counters were placed on an inclined 
area where cars typically pick up speed.  The data from the counters are as follows: 
 
Speed Limit 85th Percentile Speed Number of Vehicles  Peak Time of Violations 
 
 25mph  31mph   3,287   3:58 pm  
 

    
   Mark Valentine stated the data was shared with the sheriff's office and discussed possibly  
   adding extra patrols in the area.  The data revealed that speeding was not excessive and that 
   the majority of drivers are abiding by the speed limit.  Staff can look into putting the speed  
   cart out in the future.  Accident data was obtained from the sheriff's office which showed that  
   there were no reported accidents on Burrows Hills Drive in the past few years.  Andy Moore  
   asked if more data is needed.  Mark replied that based on the data, there are no more  
   recommendations other than enforcement of the speed limit and placing the speed cart on  
   Burrows Hills Drive as a visual reminder to drivers to slow down.  A speed cart was recently  
   placed on Highland Drive and staff received positive feedback from neighbors stating that  
   they immediately saw a decrease in speeding. 
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action: 

Andy Moore asked staff to reach out to the concerned resident and share the data findings.  
Staff will also schedule the speed cart to be placed on Burrows Hill Drive. 

 
    

b. Harmon Road Speeding Concern Status Update 
 
Mark Valentine updated the committee in regards to speeding concerns on Harmon Road. 
Speed counters were placed on Harmon Road on September 3rd to September 10th and the 
data is as follows: 
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Speed Limit 85th Percentile Speed Number of Vehicles  Peak Time of Violations 
 
 25mph  29mph   3,030   1:22 pm  
 

   Mark Valentine stated that the data showed speeds were not excessive, however, Harmon  
   Road and Woodside Drive have become a cut through to avoid the traffic light at Five Mile  
   Line Road and Route 441.  Extra patrols can be requested during peak drive times   
   (morning/evening).  The speed cart could also be placed in the area to remind drivers of the  
   speed limit. 
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action: 

Andy Moore asked staff to reach out to the concerned resident and share the data findings.  
Staff will also schedule the speed cart to be placed on Harmon Road.  

       
 

  c. Brougham Road Speeding Concerns Status Update 
 

   Mark Valentine stated that this area has been brought before the committee multiple times  
   over the past year.  Most of the speeding concerns are due to neighborhood traffic, as this is  
   not a cut through street. Traffic counters were placed on Brougham Road on    
   October 1st to October 8th.  The data from the counters are as follows: 
 

Speed Limit 85th Percentile Speed Number of Vehicles  Peak Time of Violations 
 
 25mph  29mph   1,543   5:48 pm  
 

     
   Mark Valentine shared a letter with the committee that was drafted by staff to be mailed to the 
   residents on Brougham, Phaeton and Coachman.  The letter is intended to remind drivers to  
   be aware of pedestrians and speed limits.   
 
   Andy Moore asked if the State of New York allows towns to post speed limits under 25  
   mph on town dedicated roads.  Mark Valentine replied that the State of New York does NOT  
   allow towns to post speed limits under 25 mph on town dedicated roads.  The only exception  
   to that law would be areas that are in a school zone. 
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action:  

Andy Moore asked staff to reach out to the concerned resident and share the data findings.  
Staff will also schedule the speed cart to be placed in the area and continue discussions with 
the sheriff's office in regards to enforcement during peak times of speeding violations.  Also, 
the committee agreed to mail the resident letter to the Brougham, Phaeton and Coachman 
neighborhoods and use the letter as a template for future areas with traffic concerns. 
 

  d. Farmbrook Drive & Panorama Trail Traffic Concern Status Update 
 
Residents have concerns regarding speeding along Panorama Trail, poor site distance and 
a dangerous school bus stop.  Mark Valentine reviewed the accident data received from the 
sheriff's office dating back to 2015.  There were a total of four accidents, three of which 
happened at the intersection of Farmbrook and Browncroft Blvd.  There was one accident at 
the intersection of Farmbrook and Panorama Trail due to a vehicle pulling out of Farmbrook 
onto Panorama Trail and hitting a vehicle already traveling on Panorama Trail.  Mark 
explained that is accident could have been site distance related and staff will look at the 
area and evaluate.  Mark Valentine reached out to the Penfield School District regarding 
relocating the bus stop so that children will not have to cross over Panorama Trail to catch 
the bus on Rossbrook Drive. Staff will analyze the road to determine if a cross walk is 
feasible. 
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   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action:  
   Andy Moore requested that staff stay in contact with the school district regarding the bus stop 
   and evaluate Panorama Trail for other options/issues. 

 
  e. Woodfield Drive Status Update 
 
   A resident had concerns regarding traffic not stopping at stop signs.  There are two mid-block 
   stop signs on Woodfield Drive at Perriwinkle Way and Mt. View Crescent that drivers are not  
   completely stopping at. 
 
   Traffic counters were placed on Woodfield Drive on September 22nd to September   
   30th.  The data from the counters are as follows: 

 
Speed Limit 85th Percentile Speed Number of Vehicles  Peak Time of Violations 
 
 25 mph  27 mph   3,387   4:30 pm  

 
 
   Mark shared that this area was not a speeding concern, however, counters were placed there 
   to pinpoint peak travel times.  This will make it easier to request extra police presence  
   during that time period. 
 
   Eric Tait stated that the speed cart will be placed in this area in next few weeks. 
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action: 
   Andy Moore asked staff to reach out to the sheriff's office for extra patrolling near the stop  
   signs. 
 
  f. Wedgewood Drive Speeding Concern Status Update 
 
   Mark Valentine explained that Wedgewood Drive is a cul de sac and not used as a cut  
   through.  The main concern is delivery drivers speeding on the road.  With so many various  
   delivery companies driving in the area, it is difficult to pinpoint which drivers are using  
   excessive speeds. 
 
   Traffic counters were placed on Wedgewood Drive on September 3rd to September   
   10th.  The data from the counters are as follows: 

 
Speed Limit 85th Percentile Speed Number of Vehicles  Peak Time of Violations 
 
 25 mph  26 mph   886   2:06 pm  

 
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action: 
   Andy Moore asked staff to place the speed cart on Wedgewood as a visual reminder to  
   drivers to follow the speed limit.  Staff will continue to monitor the situation. 
 
 
V.  OTHER BUSINESS 
   a. The 2021 Transportation Committee meeting dates were approved.   
  
 
VI.  HELD ITEMS 
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VII.  NEW BUSINESS 
 
  a. Eric Tait mentioned that the Supervisor's office received an email from a resident   
   stating that drivers are going through the stop signs located at the intersection of   
   Sweets Corners Road and Harris Road without slowing down at all.  Eric stated that he  
   inspected the area and found that the stop signs and stop bars are visible.  He   
   suggested putting a stop sign on both sides of the road to draw more attention.  Laurie  
   Enos asked if this is a problem area for accidents.  Mark Valentine replied that there   
   has been some accidents in the past and staff has adjusted the signage, added a stop  
   bar and worked with the county, since Harris Road is a county road.  The road signage  
   meets all the county requirements.  Laurie mentioned the possibility of adding a sign that  
   states "cross traffic does not stop".     
 
   The Committee unanimously agreed with the following plan of action: 
   Andy Moore asked staff to reach out to the county again and try to find a solution. 
 
 
VIII.  NEXT MEETING: November 19th, 2020  
    5pm - 6pm 
 
IX.  ADJOURNMENT: 5:50 pm 
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